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FOREWORD 

This book is written about and for the Dene Women of Hay River. It holds their experience, 

knowledge, and lifelong learning. It is an opportunity to share and experience our culture. So That 
Our Voices Are Heard will be a valuable resource tool within the educational system for young 

<< 
people who wish to seek a greater understanding of the knowledge their sisters" possess. 

The information gathered in this book will be useful for gaining a greater understanding of its 

positive implications for the Dene women living in the boreal forest community of Hay River. 

When working with aboriginal people, it is important to understand and respect the knowledge 

that is being shared as a gift. During the process of this research project, this protocol was always 

observed. 

The  Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre gratefully acknowledges the opportunity we had to form 

a dynamic partnership, through the CIDA-Shastri Partnership Programme, with Dr. R. Indira and 

Professor Karim-Aly S. Kassam. Both the partnership and the friendships we formed while working 

on this project are a definite pleasure, and learning and sharing the experiences of each other's 

cultures made the project more interesting. We are excited about the opportunity to undertake 

more partnerships in the future. 

T h e  Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre would like to acknowledge the valuable time and 

knowledge of all the participants who contributed to this worthwhile project. We are committed 

to Women's Empowerment and the recommendations from this research. 

Vern Jones 

Executive Director 

Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre 
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INTRODUCTION 

So That Our Voices Are Heardis a narrative about 
the research project on the empowerment of Dene 
women carried out in the community of Hay River, 

Northwest Territories, in 1999 and 2000. The most 
concise way to describe the intent of this publication 
is to recount how its title emerged. A meeting was 

held in Hay River on August 10, 2000, to validate 
the research results. One participant, when asked 
how we should disseminate the results, explained 
why we needed to publish them in a clear and 
readable manner: "We should publish so that our 
voices are heard!" Therefore, So That Our Voices Are 
Heardis an invitation to readers to act: to be sensitive 
to women and to give them active support in meeting 
their own needs. More specifically, the publication 
has these aims: 

First and foremost, to fulfill a commitment made 
to the forty women interviewed to return their 
collective knowledge and ideas to them in a manner 
that dignifies their contribution to our research; 

Second, to use the voices of these women to 
influence community leaders and decision makers; 

Finally, to document the women's changing 

gender roles, their use of the forest, and their 
current needs. 

This document is a tribute to the women who 

were interviewed and a testament to their own 
continued efforts toward self-empowerment. 

The first section provides the context of the 

Women's Empowerment Research in the boreal 
forest communi ty  of  Hay  River, Northwest  
Territories. After describing the project, it explains 
the research objectives, methodology, and concepts 

and narrates the research steps. The second and Figure 1. opposite 
A collage of the boreal 

third sections encompass the research results with forest River, 

regard to the gender roles of women and their use Northwest Territories. 
(Original photos by 

of the "bush" - the land, plants, animals, and rivers. Marie Darbousset and 

The  final section discusses the results and the Karim-Aly Kassam) 

women's priorities for action. 



Interview Participant, August 1999 

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT RESEARCH 

In November 1997, Dr. R. Indira of the 
University of Mysore, India, and Prof. Karim-Aly 
Kassam of the University of Calgary, Canada, 
developed a joint proposal to the Partnership 
Programme of the  Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) and the Shastri Indo- 
Canadian Institute. The aim was to carry out 
purposeful research that would result in initiatives 
leading to the empowerment of indigenous 
Canadian and Indian women. An interesting 
symmetry was built into the project that was not 
common to all other Partnership Programme 
projects. First, this research would take place in both 
India and Canada. Neither side would presume to 
teach the other. Rather, both would use their 
expertise to complement each other's experience in 
research related to gender issues and indigenous 
communities. Second, research would take place in 

communities that live and thrive within the forest. 
Third, research would be carried out in partnership 
with the indigenous communities, and community 
participation would be essential in achieving the 
empowerment objectives of the project. 

It is noteworthy that this project would link 
indigenous women in Northwest Territories, 
Canada (historically called "Indians" by mistake 
because Christopher Columbus erroneously 
assumed he had reached India) with tribal Indian 
women in Karnataka, India. A historical error 
arising from the Europeans' search for the riches of 
the East, which led to European colonization in the 
spirit of global imperialism, would now unite both 
"Indians" to achieve empowerment of the people. 
Globalization was going to be used to establish a 
relationship between two researchers and two 
communities across the world from each other. 
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'hus, between 1998 and 1999, the researchers 
stablished partnerships with tribal Kunbi women 
1 the district of Uttara Kannada in the State of 
Larnataka, India, and with indigenous Dene 
ramen in Hay River, Northwest Territories, 
:anada. Figures 2 and 3 show two "Indian" 
iothers (one Kunbi and the other Dene) with their 
Ins. 

This account details the research carried out 
I Canada, which had the following specific 
bjectives: 

to examine traditional roles of indigenous 
women; 

to investigate the current participation of 
women in forest use activities; 

to assess the roles of women in the control and 
use of forest resources; 

to identify women's practical and strategic needs; 
and 

to make concrete and practical recommendations 
to meet these needs. 

Figure 2. 
Mandakini Tulsidas 
Derekar, a Kunbi mother 
from the village of 
Deriya, bathing her son in 
December 1999. (Photo 
by Karim-Aly Kassam) 

Figure 3. 
Wendy Cayen with her 
son at Hay River, 
Northwest Territories, in 
August 1999. (Photo by 
Dolly Beaulieu) 
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The research concepts and methods employed 
in the Women's Empowerment Project--community 
participation, integration of indigenous knowledge, 
gender analysis, and traditional land-use mapping- 
are discussed below. Each element reinforces the 
overall research process. 

Community Participation 

Community participation is an active process in 
which the community influences both the direction 
of research and its execution. Throughout the research 
process, the aspirations of the participating women 
are integrated into the research: the aim is to enable 
their empowerment by identifying their priorities and 
needs. Specifically, in the Women's Empowerment 
Project, community participation does the following: 

Facilitates the gathering of information on 
women's gender roles and needs as well as their 

the research process, recommends potential 
community researchers, identifies women who may 
be interviewed, and provides the organizational 
infrastructure to carry out the research; 

Ensures that short-term benefits accrue to the 

community through honoraria for community 
researchers a n d  purchase of food a n d  
accommodation arrangements for visiting 
research team members; 

Builds institutional capacity within the partner 
organization through its management of a major 
research initiative and builds individual capacity 
by training community researchers in various 
research skills; and 

Achieves empowerment objectives by seeking, 
through applied research, to identify the needs 
of women and thus affect power relations. 

relationship with the forest; 
The community organization, in this case the 

Enables use of local resources with the support of Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre, jointly owns and is 
the research partner organization, which coordinates responsible for application of the research results. 
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Community participation is the foundation 
ierlying all the other concepts and therefore is 
~damental to understanding the aims of the 
,men's Empowerment Project. In  essence, 
nmunity participation is the axis from which the 
ler concepts branch: it enables us to gather 
ligenous knowledge, embark upon gender 
dysis, and undertake traditional land-use 
pping (Figure 4). 

ligenous Knowledge 

Indigenous knowledge in Hay River is 
ight gained from the experience of living off the 
its of the forest. It is a highly localized form of 
~wledge. Indigenous knowledge is best described 
ough its attributes. First, indigenous knowledge 
:ontext-specific: it is related to and contained 
hin a group of people who live in a defined 
)graphic region, such as Hay River. Second, it 
xms, and is formed by, the cosmology or world- 
w of this group: in the context of our research, a 
ne way of life. In  this sense, indigenous 
~wledge is intimately linked to the spiritual and 
ical fabric that manifests itself in practical, day- 
day expressions. Third, it is cumulative, based 

Figure 4. 
The axis of community 
participation. 

on the sacredness of the past, or tradition. The 
holders of indigenous knowledge are compelled to 
be conscious of the wisdom not only of their 
generation, but  also of the generations that  
preceded them. This does not mean that tradition 
is fixed in a particular time or age. In fact, it is 
dynamic and  adaptive. T h e  holders of the  
knowledge perceive not only the pastness of the 
past, but its presence. New ideas and approaches 
are quickly adopted if they are seen to benefit the 
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people. Fourth, as a result, neither the knowledge 
nor its holders are homogenous. Indigenous 
knowledge, like many knowledge systems, has 
sufficient complexity that it does not lend itself to 
terse and easy characterizations. For this reason one 
can only speak of certain attributes of indigenous 
knowledge, rather than providing comprehensive 
definitions. The degree to which an individual 
within a group may hold this knowledge varies with 
age, gender, social class, and even interest in the 
subject. Fifth, indigenous knowledge arises from 
closeness to the land and the forest and relationships 
with other living creatures: it grows out of a 
connection to the natural surroundings. It is 
obtained by the labour of living and experiencing 
the context, and not through "book learning." 
Finally, those who have studied the concept of 
indigenous knowledge describe it primarily within 
the context of aboriginal cultures with an oral 
tradition (Kassam and Graham, 1999: 196). 

Indigenous knowledge is key to understanding 

women's past and present use of the forest. The nature 
of the relationship that Dene women have with the 
forest illustrates its significance to their lives and their 
changing gender roles. 

Gender Analysis 

Gender, as distinguished from sex, refers not 
to the biological difference between women and 
men, but to socially constructed relations between 
them that may or may not relate to biological 
differences. Gender  roles, like indigenous 
knowledge, are context-specific and therefore vary 
between different cultures and over time in the 
same culture. The fact that gender relations are 
socially constructed means that they can and do 
change because of altering circumstances. Gender 
planning in the context of community development 
acknowledges that women and men are engaged in 
differing, socially determined roles, which have 
economic and social policy implications (Kassam, 

1997: 190). 
For the purposes of analysis, this project uses the 

triple role ofwomen suggested by Moser (1 989,1993), 
distinguishing women's productive, reproductive, and 

community management roles according to the 
different responsibilities they imply: 

The productive role refers solely to the income- 
earning capacity of women's work. In the context 
of Hay River, this is work for which women 
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receive money. Within a capitalist or market 

system, only the work that women do for pay is 

recognized as "work." 

I The reproductive role refers to child care and the 

domestic labour aspect ofwomen's responsibilities. 

Men may be engaged in household tasks, but the 

division of labour between women and men may 

be neither uniform nor symmetrical. Within a 

wage economy, much of the reproductive 

responsibility rests upon the women because men 

do not have a well-defined reproductive role. 

I Women are also involved in community manage- 

ment or leadership roles, which may cover the 

collective aspect of organization, production, and 

consumption of resources and for which they may 

or may not receive financial remuneration. In 

community management responsibilities, women 

generally participate as volunteers. In community 

leadership work, women may receive remunera- 

tion but not necessarily. 

Women and men have practical and strategic 

nder needs. A practical gender need arises out of 

e customary division of labour between women and 

men. It is identified in response to a specific necessity 

or concrete need, such as provision of food, water, or 

health care services. For instance, a collective hunt may 

contribute to better access to food sources for a family. 

However, it will only contribute to the practical needs 

ofwomen and men. Therefore, the collective hunt does 

not affect the social division of labour between women 

and men. A strategic gender need, in contrast, may 

challenge the customary division of labour and 

therefore affect the social and power relations between 

women and men. Examples of such effects could be 

recognition ofwomen's political equality or the sharing 

of child care and domestic responsibilities between 

women and men (Moser, 1989; 1993). 
Gender analysis is a tool for understanding and 

identifying the roles and needs ofwomen. Its value 

in this project arises from the participation of 

women in the analysis so as to clearly identify their 

own needs and design concrete responses to those 

needs. Gender analysis involves four steps. The first 

is t o  i den t i f y  t h e  gender  roles o f  w o m e n  

(productive, reproductive, and community) and 

their associated needs (practical and strategic). The 

second is to analyze specific gender roles and needs 

to establish a perspective on possible gender-related 

problems. The third is to derive from this analysis 
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suggestions and recommendations that are sensitive 
to women's needs. Finally, such an approach, 
through the participation of women, makes it 
possible to formulate a plan of action to empower 
women. 

Land-use Mapping 

In the Women's Empowerment Project, 
topographical maps of the Hay River region were 
used with two layers of transparent plastic 
(MylarTM) overlay sheets. Upon these plastic sheets 
were placed collectively agreed-upon symbols or 
icons to represent forest use by women. The first 
sheet represented past use of forest resources; the 
second, current use. During an interview, each 
participant illustrated her use of the boreal forest 
by placing icons onto the Mylar sheets overlying 
the topographical map. 

Participatory mapping of women's forest use 
places control in the hands of the knowledge 
holders, namely the women, rather than with the 
researcher. Mapping permits diversity of views and 
overlapping of ideas. Therefore, it  facilitates 
validation and cross-checking of information. The 
topographical map and Mylar layers are portable 
and may be carried to the homes or workplaces of 
interview participants so as not to inconvenience 
them. 

In the Women's Empowerment Project, 
traditional land-use mapping integrated the other 
research concepts: community participation, 
indigenous knowledge, and gender analysis. First, 
mapping is a participatory process. Second, the 
indigenous knowledge of women is visually 
displayed. Third, the gender roles of women are 
illustrated by the use of culturally appropriate 
icons. 

T h e  women's empowerment research of results, and action. Figure 5 illustrates the 13 
involved five stages: partnership formation, research steps in this project. 
preparation, interviewing and mapping, validation 
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Partnership Formation 

Partnership formation is the first and possibly the 

most critical step in the research process. It is this 

relationship that sustains the research team and the 

community through the difficulties of the research 

and will become the basis for concrete action arising 

from the project. The partnership continues beyond 

the life of the project. A partnership is formed 

between individuals and  sustained through 

institutions. Institutions provide the organizational 

infrastructure that enables the research to be carried 

out effectively. 
We began by identifying potential com- 

munities to work with. This search was complicated 

by a one-year delay in project funding, since the 

federal government of India would not immediately 

approve the research in that country. It was not until 

March 1999, one year after we had received written 

confirmation of the success of our proposal, that 

we were able to  begin the actual work in the 

communities. We were not given any reason why 

our project was singled out from eleven to receive 

late approval. We can only guess that our interest 

in a tribal forest community and the focus on 

women's empowerment made our project worthy 

of additional inspection and concern. We were 

seeking to work in an area that was otherwise 

restricted and possibly politically volatile. India's 

atomic bomb testing ("the operationalisation of 

India's nuclear capabilities," in the phrase used by 

the Indian High Commissioner in explaining his 

government's actions to us) and the subsequent 

short-lived deterioration in relations between the 

two countries did not aid our cause. 

In the meantime, we proceeded with insti- 

tutional vetting of our research project. All research 

projects of this nature based at the University of 

Calgary require a Certification of Institutional Ethics 

Review. T h e  areas of concern for the review 

committee were informed, written consent of the 

individuals being interviewed, confidentiality of the 

research, ownership of research results, and storage 

of data. After successfully responding to these 

concerns, we received Ethics approval on July 22, 

1998 (Figure 6). 
We then sought advice from the Dene Cultural 

Institute and its executive director, Joanne Barnaby, 

on  choosing a Dene community in which to 

undertake research and an organization with which 

to establish a partnership. As a direct result of the 

p i d a n c e  from the Dene Cultural Institute, we 
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Figure 5. insert 
Research Steps (Please see 
the Figure Caption list on 
page vi for details). 

Figure 6. left 
Certification of Ethics 
Review by the University 
of Calgary. 

Figure 7. right 
Dr. R. Indira amd Ms. 
Betty Lyons in front of 
the Soaring Eagle 
Friendship Centre, Hay 
River, Northwest 
Territories. (Photo by 
Karim-Aly Kassam) 

decided to interview Dene women from the Hay 
River Reserve and the town of Hay River for the 
project and to establish a partnership with the 
Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre. This community 
organization, which engages in community 
development activities and is staffed primarily by 
women, was the ideal partner institution. After 
several discussions with Bette Lyons, Acting 

Executive Director of the Soaring Eagle Friendship 
Centre, we established the partnership on June 2, 
1999 and set the dates for research, from August 9 
to August 30, 1999 (Figure 7). 

From March 1998 to March 1999, support 
from the University of Calgary's Arctic Institute 
of North America and executive director Michael 
Robinson was essential, as we had been operating 
in an environment of virtually no funding. 



- .  
ThnL You. 
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Preparation 

A team of students from the Theme School 
Jorthern Planning and Development Studies, 
h the guidance of Professor Karim-Aly 
Sam, reviewed the literature on gender issues 
)ng Dene Women and collected background 
umation on the community of Hay River. 
s literature review would set the basis for the 

discussion with our project partner. Our review 
indicated that the type of work we were proposing 
had not been carried out to date in Hay River. More 
importantly, women's empowerment research was 
an area of need and might have important positive 
implications for indigenous women living in this 
boreal forest community. The research process and 
the capacity building that resulted from our work 
would leave behind concrete benefits for the 
community organization and the individuals with 
whom we worked. 

O n  August 9 ,  1999, Karim-Aly Kassam 
traveled to Hay River to pave the way for the 
research. Through discussion, the partners would 
decide who among the women would be hired and 
trained to undertake the research and what would 
be the remuneration of community researchers; 

create appropriate questions to ask in the interviews 
and collectively develop the interview protocol; 
decide what symbols or icons would be appropriate 
to represent women's use of and relationship with 
the forest on a topographical map, and who would 
design these symbols or icons; identify the 
traditional and present areas of forest use so as to 
buy the appropriate topographical maps; and decide 
on the most appropriate living arrangements for 
the out-of-town members of the research team. 

Community researchers are key members of the 
project team. They facilitate cultural understanding 
and trust between the visiting researchers and the 
community. Community researchers help define 
which questions are appropriate to ask in the 
community, and they conduct interviews. Three 
women recommended by the Soaring Eagle 
Friendship Centre, Dolly Beaulieu, Edna Dow, and 
Georgina Fabian, were interviewed and chosen to 
participate in the project (Figure 8). 

Effective c o m m u n i t y  researchers are 
respected members of the community, capable of 
undertaking interviews and engaging in friendly 
discussion. They must be familiar with the culture 
(or cultures) of the community and have practical 
knowledge of the subsistence lifestyle. They need 
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both a working understanding of the local 
language(s) and fluency in reading and writing 
English. They must be able to work flexible hours 
and help to develop the interview questions. 

The remuneration per day was collectively 
decided on, and training was set to begin on August 
18,2001 at 9 0 0  a.m. The research team developed 
a training manual with practical exercises for the 
project. The training was a two-way process: the 

esearch team learned and sought advice from the 
:ommunity researchers and, in turn, the visiting 
esearchers imparted specific qualitative skills. 
liscussion involved objectives of the Women's 
impowerment Project, the research steps, par- 
icipatory research and traditional land-use mapping, 
:onstruction of seasonal rounds, gender planning 
nethodology, indigenous knowledge, development 
)f interview questions, identification of species of 
plants and animals to understand women's use of 
the forest, data handling, and the interview process. 

Eleven topographical maps for the Hay River 
traditional subsistence area were identified, 

I purchased, and then spliced together. Marie 
Darbousset, student researcher, and Agnes Fabian, 
an artist from the Hay River Reserve, finalized the 
icons or symbols to be used on the large map. 

Two copies of this map were prepared, one for 
the community partner and one for the researchers. 
The researchers' map is held in trust so that a new 
map may be made in case the community copy is 
damaged or destroyed. Furthermore, the researcher, 
in this case Professor Kassam, uses the map for 
educational purposes. 

Since the research was going to be carried out 
in both the reserve and the town, it was decided 
that the benefits from living expenses of the project 
team should be equally divided between the town 
and the reserve. Furthermore, it was decided that 
the presence of Karim-Aly Kassam's family during 
the research would contribute toward establishing 
a sense of trust and enabling access to women that 
could participate in the research work. The  
researcher would be perceived not as a displaced 
individual intruding within the community, but as 
a man with a family seeking to  work with 
community members. Thus, Karim-Aly Kassam 
and his family, accompanied by student Marie 
Darbousset, lived on the reserve with Sarah and 
Jim Lamalice, an elderly Dene couple, while 
establishing a base for conducting interviews at the 
Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre in the Town of 
Hay River. 

Figure 8. opposite 
Community Researchers 
Dolly Beaulieu, Edna 
Dow and Georgina 
Fabian. (Original ~ h o t o s  
by Marie Darbousset and 
Karim-Aly Kassam) 
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Interviewing and Mapping 

During the remainder ofAugust 1999, thirty-eight 
interviews were conducted by three teams of 
interviewers: Edna Dow and Dolly Beaulieu, Georgina 
Fabian and Marie Darbousset, and Karim-Aly Kassam 
(Figure 9). Two additional interviews were conducted 
in August 2000, during the validation of the research. 
Traditional land-use maps were prepared to illustrate 
current and past use of forest resources and outline the 
relationship the women have to the land and rivers 
around them. A total of forty women were interviewed, 
ranging in age from twenty-two to eighty years (Figure 
10). For analysis, women were categorized by age as 
young, middle aged, or elderly so as to cover women's 
changing gender roles and forest uses over a period of 
fifty to a hundred years. The choice of women to 
interview was based on the recommendations of the 
Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre and the three 
community researchers. The majority of the women 
interviewed were southern Slavey, but a few were 

Figure 9. 
Georgina Fabian (left) Chipewyan, or Cree and MCtis who also lived in this 
interviewing Sarah region. Strictly speaking, "Dene" refers only to those 
Lamalice at  Hay River in 
A~~~~~ 1999. (photo by whose traditional languages (such as Slavey, Dogrib and 

- 

Marie Darbousset) Chipewyan) are from the Athapaskan group, thus 
excluding the Cree, who speak an Algonquian language, 

and some MCtis. However, it is the view of the 
Friendship Centre, which serves all indigenous groups 
in Hay River, that all the women interviewed are Dene. 
All interviewees signed a consent form giving 
permission to use their information for the Women's 
Empowerment Project and educational purposes. The 
consent to be interviewed was completely up to the 
participating women themselves, and they did not 
request or receive any remuneration for their time and 
efforts. On  behalf of the project partners, we made a 
commitment to return to the community to validate 
all the information afier completing our analysis of the 
interviews. 
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Validation 

On August 9, 2000, we returned to Hay 
River. Our  group consisted of Dr. R. Indira, 
principal investigator in charge of the project 
in India; Ms. Jennifer Cardiff, student and 
research assistant; and Prof. Karim-Aly Kassam, 
co-principal investigator in charge of the project 
in Canada. O n  August 10, we held two sessions 
to validate the information, from 2:00 to 5:00 
p.m. and from 7:00 to 9:15 p.m. Participants 
were invited to review the research results, which 
were displayed on posters, and to make changes 

d recommendations. The two sessions allowed 
)men to choose a time to participate according 
their work and home responsibilities. Children 
:re welcome to attend with their mothers, and 
ild care facilities were provided a t  the  
iendship Centre. Transportation was also 
fered to those who required assistance in 
ming to the validation meeting. The Soaring 
gle Friendship Centre advertised the event on 
e Green Screen, a local television channel that 
ts community events, and every participant 
zeived a telephone call from the Friendship 
mtre staff as a reminder. 

Ms. Bette Lyons set the stage for each validation 
session and reiterated the support of the Soaring 
Eagle Friendship Centre. Dr. R. Indira followed 
next. She explained the international significance 
of the project and, using pictures and posters, 
elaborated upon the activities that were being 
carried out in partnership with the Kunbi women 
in Karnataka, India. Prof. Karim-Aly Kassam 
followed by reviewing the research results step by 
step. First, he reviewed past and current use of the 
forest: hunting, trapping, fishing, collection of 
berries and medicinal plants, and use of trees. 
Second, he examined the changing gender roles of 
women with respect to productive, reproductive, 
and community management responsibilities. 
Finally, the group discussed recommendations for 
action, publication, and dissemination of research 
results (Figure 1 1). 

Action 

The entire participatory research process is 
directed toward the goal of practical outcomes. 
Women's empowerment is achieved through 
participation in the research process, but it is 
ultimately achieved through meaningful action that 





arises from the research results. We are now at this 

final stage o f  the  research cycle. W i t h  the  

publication of So That Oar  Voices Are Heard, we 

will take concrete steps that will improve the 

conditions of women in Hay River. That  is not to 

say that so far the research process has been devoid 

of action. O n  the contrary, the women's initiative 

to participate in this project has been the first step 

towards purposeful action and empowerment. 

A key aspect of taking meaningful action has 

been to share research results. Dissemination 

workshops in Canada and India have been a 
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positive way of  s t imulat ing our  communi ty  

partners. For instance, a poster display of the 

research carried out with the Dene women was 

presented to the Kunbi women in their villages in 

May 2001 (Figure 12). This inspired the Kunbi 

women to send gifts they had made from forest 

products to their Dene sisters. These gifts, usually 

made for domestic consumption, are now being 

seen by the Kunbi women in a new light-as a 

means  o f  genera t ing  income f rom cot tage  

industries. The Kunbi women hope that the Dene 

women will follow their  lead and  consider 

Figure 10. opposite 
Collage showing the 
age range of the 
women interviewed. 
(Original Photos by 
Marie Darbousset and 
Karim-Aly Kassam) 

Figure 1 1. 
Professor Kassam taking 
notes from participants 
during the meeting to 
validate research results 
held at Hay River on 
August 10, 2000. (Photo 
by Jennifer Cardiff) 

Figure 12. 
Dr. R. Indira (seated), 
Karim-Aly Kassam, and 
Mr. Jayanand Derekar 
presenting the research 
results from Hay River to 
the Kunbi women in 
Karnataka, India, in May 
2001. (Photo by Lakshrni 
Narayana) 
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establishing their own self-help organizations for 
income generation. Furthermore, the traditional 
land-use maps prepared by the women of Hay 
River have motivated the Kunbi women and men 
to consider using a similar approach to seek land 
rights in their traditional areas. 

Whatever steps are taken for action in Hay River, 
the women themselves will be the key players in this 
process. In the discussion following the section on 
research results, we will suggest next steps for action 
and organization of women's empowerment 
initiatives. 

Hay River (60°49' N, 1 15'47' W) is located 
in the Subarctic region of the Northwest Ter- 
ritories, on the south shore of Great Slave Lake 
near the mouth of the Hay River. This relatively 
remote region is at the northern edge of the boreal 
forest, which is characterized by dense, low-lying 
woodland, permafrost, bogs, and glacial deposits. 
Winters are long and harsh: blizzards, whiteouts, 
and ice fogs are common, and temperatures 
average -23°C. Summers, in contrast, are short but 
intense, with up to 20 hours of daylight. 

The  Hay River divides the community 
geographically. T h e  majority of the 3 ,400 
inhabitants live in the town spread along the west 
bank of the river, while the Hay River Reserve is 
situated on the east bank (Figure 13). The town 

was moved to its current site from the old Dene 
village at the river mouth on the opposite bank 
in 1963, by federal government decree, following 
extensive flooding on both sides of the river. The 
reserve was established by the Hay River Dene 
Band (South Slavey Dene) in the mid- 1970s. The 
Hay River Dene Band has approximately 400 
members, and of these just over 260 live on the 
Reserve. (See the Town of Hay River Web site: 
http:/www.hayriver.com/home.htm) 

Hay River is accessible by road and has a 
number of federal, territorial, municipal, and I 
reserve services. It has a growing business sector ~ 
encouraged by the development of resource-based 
industries, physical infrastructure, and government 
services. I 
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LIFE IN THE FOREST 

The majority of the women recall the "bush 
or forest economy as the way of life of their 
childhood. The forest provided food and other 
resources all year round. Both women and men 
(including elders) and even children contributed 
to the livelihood of the family. Although there were 
distinct gender roles, the bush economy also 
required gender interdependence, so men and 
women often helped each other in their daily tasks. 
Families operated as units that depended on each 
individual for collective survival. While men were 
out hunting a variety of big and small game, women 
would attend to the camp, children, and other 
related activities. Women, therefore, needed their 
fathers, husbands, and sons to provide the meat, 
hides, and other resources, while the men relied on 
their mothers, wives, and daughters to prepare the 
food, make clothing, attend to the children, and 
maintain the home. Often men undertook domestic 
responsibilities and women participated in hunting 
and trapping as the need arose. Their roles, while 
distinct, were flexible. 

Dene Reserve, Northwest 
Territories, in August 
1999. (Photo by Marie 
Darbousset) 

Over the last fifty to one hundred years, the 
wage economy has gradually been combined with 
the Hay River residents' traditional way of life. 
Many community members are employed in some 
fashion or are actively searching for work. As a 
result, traditional pursuits, such as hunting and 
gathering plants, have become weekend or  
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recreational activities. Although there have been 
obvious modifications in the traditional use of the 
land as a result of the market system, subsistence 
activities remain significant to the people of Hay 
River. The women interviewed described the past 
and present activities performed on the land. The 
women speak of "the bush" when they describe their 
relationship with the forest. 

What follows is a description of the bush 
economy from the perspective of women. This 
includes the hunting of big and small game, 
trapping, fishing, and gathering of berries and 
medicinal plants, as well as family gardens, tree 
resources, traditional products, the impact of 
industry, and the transmission of traditional 
knowledge. 

Women in Hay River recall hunting trips from 
their childhood. The entire family, including parents, 
grandparents, and siblings, went onto the land for 
several weeks or longer, staying in cabins, tents, or 
teepees along their hunting route. Excursions took 
place year-round. In the fall, at freeze-up, many 
families traveled to Buffalo Lake. After snow cover, 
dog teams and snowshoes were necessary. Another 
popular destination was the area around Meander, 
ofien reached by canoe. One woman remembers her 
grandfather having horses and a wagon that they took 
to Hay Camp, approximately twenty-five miles out 
of Meander. In the early years, parents were able to 
take their children out of school to participate in 
subsistence activities on the land. 

During hunting excursions, the men and their 
older sons hunted-mainly moose-trapped, and 
fished. The women, as well as their daughters and 
gandchildren, remained at the camp. They were 
responsible for maintaining the site, drying fish and 
wild meat, preparing hides, and attending to rabbit 
snares. 

The meat was prepared by cutting it into thin 
slices with a sharp knife. The slices-some with fat 
on them, some without-were then hung on a 
wooden drying rack over a small fire. A "reddish 
kind of wood" was burnt to smoke the meat. In 
warm and sunny weather, the drying process took 
approximately four days. Once prepared, the dried 
and smoked meat was placed in sacks or made into 
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pemmican. What was not needed immediately for 
consumption would be stored in underground 
cellars for winter use. One woman recounted her 
grandmother's belief that the longer you maintain 
the art of making dry meat, the longer your 
marriage will last. 

Currently, work and school schedules limit the 
time that people spend on the land, although many 
continue to hunt, trap, and fish year-round. It is 
not always possible for the entire family to take 
time away from other responsibilities, such as wage 
employment and school, and therefore i t  is 
common now to find hunting activities undertaken 
by a lone hunter, or a few relatives or friends. People 
may go out on day trips or stay in the bush for 
several days (and even weeks) at their cabins or 
campsites. Some women mentioned that there is 
funding available to subsidize the cost of these 
subsistence activities; however, it is not accessed 
very often. 

According to custom, men continue to hunt big 
game, such as moose, while the women attend to 
the camp, children, rabbit snares, and preparation 
of the meat. As the whole family may not be on the 
land together, there is some overlap in roles. Men 
and women will often assist one another in their 

activities, or take on and complete the duties of the 
other. For instance, some men also tend to snares 
and help prepare the meat. The one exception is 
hunting, as there are very few women in Hay River 
who harvest big game. 

There are community hunts, in which many 
of the men participate. As was the practice in the 
past, a large meat harvest is shared throughout the 
town. One such event occurs on New Year's Day, 
when "everybody gets together": "All the guys in 
the community go out  hunting for moose or 
caribou. And if they get too much, they will drive 
around and pass it out." Another annual communal 
hunt takes place in September, when many moose 
and other animals are caught and shared. The 
animals and plants commonly harvested now and 
in the past will be discussed in more detail below. 

Moose 

Moose was and continues to be one of the 
staple resources for the people of Hay River. Not 
only is the terrestrial mammal prevalent in the area, 
but its size allows for large quantities of meat and 

# I T ?  
Moose 

material (such as the hide, which is used to make 
clothing). The women remember large harvests that 
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would be shared throughout the community. 
Hunters had to be very skilled to harvest the 
moose, especially in the summertime, when the 
men tracked the animal using the wind: 

In the winter, hunting was much easier, as the 
men could follow the moose tracks in the snow. A 
participant reported that calves and pregnant moose 
cows were not customarily hunted in the winter. 
The meat collected from the harvest was dried or 
stored in an underground cache for later use: 

The hide preparation was very labour-intensive, and 
both male and female children helped out. Preparing 
a hide consisted of cleaning, scraping, smoking, and 
then drying the hide. A participant describes the 
process: 

In the past, no part of the animal was wasted. Today the community of Hay River continues 
The women tanned the moose hides and made them to rely on the moose as one of its main resources from 

into clothing, such as parkas, moccasins, and mitts. the forest. Like the previous generation, they usually 
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y the meat and store what is not immediately 
pired for later use. Since preparing the hides 
luires considerable work and time, many women 
longer continue this practice. Additionally, if a 

nily has no hunter, then hides must be purchased 
a steep price ($600 to $700 each). It is important 
note, however, that several women are now 
earning the tanning process and are beginning to 
ke the traditional products that their mothers and 
mdmothers used to make. Moose hair is used as 

king in craft products. 

Black Bear 

Deer 

Two women recalled that their fathers and 
grandfathers hunted black bear in the winter and 
summer. Some hunters chose to shoot this large 
animal, while others preferred to trap it. As one 
woman reported, "He had bear traps-I remember 
that. And he and his cousin would go out to see 
the traps every two days. Sometimes they'd get two 
or three bears. ,, 

Women today speak of the large caribou herds 
at once populated the area. However, logging and 
her industrial activity have since displaced the herds, 
hunters must now travel long distances to find 
ribou. Furthermore, hunting restrictions limit where 
d when people may hunt. One woman reported 
at she and her husband traveled a great distance to 
undisclosed region of Slave Lake, where she said 

ere are various animals, including caribou, and 
iere it is legal to hunt. 

One woman noted that her husband used to 
get the occasional deer around their cabin. 
However, because of logging and other industrial 
activities, deer have left the area. However, Hay 
River residents still hunt deer occasionally closer 
to the Alberta border. 

Buffalo 

One woman mentioned that she and her husband 
currently hunt buffalo, along with a variety of other 
animals, in the Slave Lake region. 

h d  
Caribou 

a 
Black Bear 

d 
Deer 

Q 
Buffalo 
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d 
Swan 

Q 
Prairie Chicken 

9 
Ptarmigan 

7 
Duck 

8 8 
Goose 

Hunting of birds is integrated with other 
subsistence pursuits. Hunters venture out on the land 
with a shotgun to harvest big game, fur-bearers, and 
birds. In some instances, they also fish. Women of 
Hay River remember their fathers and grandfathers 
hunting a variety of waterfowl species-including 
ptarmigan, swans, and prairie chickens-during the 
spring and fall. Most species were harvested using a 
shotgun; however, it was not uncommon to find a 
prairie chicken caught in a rabbit snare. Women often 
carried a gun with them while checking the rabbit 
snares to harvest prairie chickens they might encounter 
in the bush. In addition to using the chickens for food, 
many women used their feathers to make blankets. 
As one women stated, "I never owned a bed. I always 
was moving around, like going to the bush. I always 
had blankets. In the cabin we used to put spruce on 
the floor just like we do in the teepee." 

Currently in Hay River, both men and women 
hunt waterfowl. Although the harvesting season is 
in the spring and fall, hunting takes place year- 
round. According to one woman, late spring is the 
best season for hunting ducks and geese: "In the 
fall time they're really fat and hard, but in June the 
meat is really, really, good. This year [I9991 in the 
spring, people are anxious to go goose hunting 
because all year it never tastes as good. So when 
the spring comes, everybody goes out and hears that 
first song of the geese or ducks. That's really lovely, 
to go goose hunting." In the late fall, winter, and 
early spring, a snowmobile is often used to traverse 
the land and waterways in search of ducks, geese, 
and other game. Once caught, the birds are cleaned, 
wrapped, and stored in the freezer. The spring 
harvest is often large enough to last through the 
summer. I 

I 
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Women of Hay River remember subsistence 
pursuits such as trapping, fishing, and hunting as 
interconnected activities. Families traveled to areas 
around Hay River, Providence, Herkina Lake, Sandy 
Creek, and Buffalo Lake and into Wood Buffalo 
National Park to engage in subsistence activities. (At 
present, hunting in Wood Buffalo National Park 
requires a licence, which is available only to treaty 
members or to people of Metis origin descended from 
the holder of a general permit to hunt or trap in the 
Park.) Men, women, and older children set and 
checked snares made of string and willow branches. 
When not attending to the trap lines, the men hunted 
or fished, while the women took care of the camp, 
prepared the meat that had been caught, gathered 
wood, and also fished. One Hay River elder describes 
in detail what life was like during this time: 

% tke Fast, my b d ' a n d  and 5) used to 

va aut an tke land. kus&and &Feet 

a eat a& time aut trafifiiny. Sametimed 
h'd Be porre &ar days-I0 ar I? day&- 
 MI^ ? w a ~ l d  &Fend a lac a& time $u 

-see&. ?t did@ 't Batker me spendin? 
time alone Because &ere mas a eat a& 
w a d  that 8 did By myseq, l i ke  kauling 
md, *&60(rcuaiez. ad@+. 
? went iee &skin4 $u v s e l & ,  and ? did 
aPbtO&mdmenuucz+&d W e 4  
s d ~ s  go to a c a + i  d my k d a d  
w ~ ~ l d  just dragi a&& all tke  t h i n p  tkat 
were needed &or the camF and t& ke 
would ga out kuntinp. ? ~cca~ld spend 
all tke  time settin9 tqi tke  camF alone, 

l i ke  @act+ up tke t e d  and se t t i v  B i d  
Bad an the paund, and just pettirp 
ready &ar when & rvould came Back. V e  
wauldn't k e l ~  me Becauee & knew 9 
cadd t a b  care a& all tkase matters 

v e q .  &had a&' tke time ke 'd k a d .  
9 did ale the w a d ,  and ke did ale tke 
kuntircg and &skinye Sametimes when 

k e w o & c m t e ~ k e 4 ~ ~  
time kauliag woad and gettin4 ready 
&ar t k e  next time /$ MU& go aut dydin. 
just sa ? kad enaugk waad. 

d 49 
Trapping 

Q Q 
Snaring 
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Rabbit 

Although the trapping season began in late 
August and continued until March (in accordance 
with the game laws), the best time to trap was late 
October and into November. Trappers, for the most 
part, were opportunistic, preferring not to focus their 
efforts on a specific fur-bearing species. Female elders 
remember lynx, marten, rabbit, and mink as being 
the most common animals trapped by their 
grandparents and parents. 

Before refrigeration was available, the meat 
collected would have to be dried for storage. It was 
the women's responsibility to prepare the harvest for 
storage and prepare the hides, although it was not 
uncommon for the men to help out. 

Store-bought snares and materials have since 
replaced the string and willow-branch traps of the 
past. Residents either purchase the snares or buy 
the wires and make their own. There are different 
sized snares and wires to choose from, and each 
trap is designed for a specific fur-bearing species. 
Areas around the community and Sandy Creek are 
currently used for trapping activities. One resident, 
however, has noticed that logging activity in the 
area has negatively affected animal populations and 
has "really disturbed the way people trap, like where 
they can trap." As in the past, trappers commonly 

harvest marten, lynx, rabbit, and beaver. Each 
species discussed in detail during interviews will 
be presented below. (Other species, such as wolves 
and coyotes, are also trapped, but these were not 
discussed in the interviews). 

Rabbit 

The snaring of rabbits has been a subsistence 
activity undertaken mainly by the women in the 
community. Trap lines were close to the camp, so 
that women and their children could set and check 
the traps regularly. The daily harvest varied and 
depended on the length of the trap line. Some 
families had long lines capable of snaring over 
twenty rabbits, while others set only a few snares. 
Snares were set one day and then checked the 
following day. One resident remembers that her 
mother set only enough snares to harvest a week's 
worth of rabbits. A sack full of rabbits was often 
very heavy, and women had to be strong to be able 
to carry the load back to the camp. An elder recalls 
how rabbits were harvested in her family: 
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t k w t & c r i d i t & ~ d m & .  

t4nd eametimea in d e  ruinteetime. i& 
tdeee weee a eat a& ea&&ita, rue ruartd 
came dame ru& a &a9 &dl a& &ea~en 
aa&&ite. Once rue gat dame, rue rua~ed 
t?av the ea&&ite an tde ta&h &ae tde next 
marwing ta  &e &ixed. A n d  d e  next 
mawing. rude* rue gat up, aue matdee 
reed ta & tde aa&ite-ahin tdem, vrt 
& - c W d w ~ ~ ~ d t l r i U l ~  

In the past, rabbit populations were relatively 
table and provided a year-round food source. One 
esident recalled relying heavily on the rabbit for 
ubsistence in lean times when other species were 
carce in the area. Although rabbits were harvested 
nainly for food, their Fur was often placed inside 
noccasins to keep the feet warm. Some women would 
mid the hair into hats. One resident remembers being 
told that when the mother of an infant died "in the 
olden days," that child would be raised on rabbit, 
which would serve as a substitute for breast milk. 

Women today continue to snare rabbits in the fall 
and winter months. It is an activity that is often done 
with their children, either on the weekend or around 
work and school schedules during the week. 

In the past, it was common for a wife and husband 
team to trap the larger fur-bearing animals, both 
setting and checking the snares. One resident recalls 
hunting lynx at Herkina Lake and at the old winter % %A 
crossing near Providence. Another woman remembers 

Lynx 
making "good money" trapping lynx and marten, 
which were commonly harvested at the same time. 

Currently the lynx is harvested in late fall and 
winter, in accordance with the game laws. Full-time 
trappers, whose livelihoods depend on the income 
generated from trapping activities, will often spend 
months in the bush pursuing fur-bearers such as 
the lynx. 

Marten 

The marten was often harvested along with the @ 
lynx. The hide was stretched and prepared, often 

Marten 
for sale. As mentioned, marten and lynx skins are a 
valuable source of income, although full-time 
trappers would have to spend several months in the 
bush pursuing their game. 
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Beaver Fox 
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The beaver is either shot or trapped. Hunters 
who come across a beaver while out on the land 
pursuing game will not pass up the opportunity to 
shoot and harvest it. Some trappers, however, 
specifically target the river-dwelling animal. Holes 
are cut in the ice, and traps are placed in the 
passageways used by the animal. Beaver hides are 
commonly used to make moccasins, mukluks, 
mitts, and hats. A beaver hide ordered from 
Edmonton costs from $100 to $200. 

Muskrat 

Red fox, and occasionally arctic (white) fox, , 
continue to be harvested in the Hay River area. 
Those who rely on trapping for their livelihood will , 
spend months in the bush pursuing fur-bearing I 
animals such as fox and lynx. 

Squirrel 

In the past, squirrel was often harvested along 
with other fur-bearers. One resident recalls that she 
used to make spare money as a child by helping 
her grandmother attend to her snares: 

One resident remembers that muskrats were 5 ' u d e d ~ g o & r n y ~ e e r ,  d m  
harvested by placing a trap inside their dens. ~ ~ w ~ d @ c e w ~ e e a c k ,  
Another recalls setting traps for muskrat at the same awd ode m u l d  phe  me dl tde 4quierwl4. 
time she and her husband set rabbit snares. They I/ I pat twenty 4quierereldin4, I wauld 
would travel approximately four or five miles into pa t a  tde 4taere. %at wad a dallaer. &ut 
the forest to trap these fur-bearers. etde you could $9 aee cdaeaeate 6'4% 

and pum. 
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kunk everyone healthy. The unfortunate side effect, of 
course, was the odour that had to be tolerated. 

Skunk is not  eaten, but  one woman re- Several other women recall burning friar's balsam 
embers that her family would hang a skunk hide and leaving out cut onions to serve the same 
1 the cabin to kill any germs and thereby keep purpose. 

Fishing was another primary subsistence 
activity that provided large quantities of food. Both 
men and women would set nets in the lakes and 
rivers year-round. In the winter, the nets would be 
set underneath the ice-a hazardous undertaking 
at times, as one woman noted: 

Cotton yarn was used to make nets in a variety 
of sizes. One woman recalls her grandparents' making 
60-mesh nets for deep places, and 20-mesh nets for 

shallower ones. The nets were checked daily, and boxes 
of fish were collected regularly. A variety of fish species 
would be harvested, most commonly whitefish, trout, 
and jackfish, and the catch was often shared 
throughout the community. The fish were smoked, 
dried, or hung for later use. The method used to 
prepare "hung" fish involved placing the fish on 
individual stakes or sticks. When the sticks were full 
of fish, they were placed on a "stage." As one women 
explains, "We put the sticks up and poked them right 
through the tails of the fish. Then we hung them up 
on a rack, and they would hang there a while." 

Preparing fish for drying, smoking, or hanging 
could take up a good portion of a day, and therefore 
men often assisted women. An elder recalls that 
when she was first married, her husband made 
money one summer at commercial fishing. 

friP 

Skunk 

Fishing with Net 

* e z  

Whitefish 

4 S r ( e  

Trout 

e z s -  

Jackfish (Pike) 
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With grocery stores now accessible in town, 
the need for subsistence foods has diminished. 
Many families, however, continue to fish for 
recreation and to supplement store-bought foods. 
For a few families, fishing is an income-generating 
activity. Fishing remains a year-round activity, but 
the majority of people now use a rod and reel as 
opposed to nets. A common fishing area is Sandy 
Creek, where individuals and families spend an 

Berry picking, as much a social event as a 
subsistence activity, continues to be a popular 
pastime in late summer and early fall. An enjoyable 
day is spent in the bush with female family 
members, friends, and children around the areas 
surrounding their cabins or the town, picking a 
variety of berries, and picnicking (Figure 14). 
Although not as much time is spent picking berries 
today as in the past, some women still gather 
enough berries to make jam, pies, and other 
desserts, as well as to freeze some for winter use. 

Women remember helping their grandmothers 
and mothers pick berries. They harvested berries 
from the area around the family cabin and in their 

I 

afternoon casting their lines, either from shore or 
from a boat. Others will venture out to family 
cabins to fish in nearby lakes and rivers. Although 
pickerel, burbot, suckers, and trout are occasionally 1 
caught, the most common harvest will include 
whitefish and jackfish. Several fish may be caught 
in an afternoon. They can be fried, canned, hung, 
smoked, or dried. What is not consumed is frozen 
for later use or shared among family and friends. 

gardens, where berries were planted along with 
vegetables and other greens. When women went to 
check their rabbit snares, they would commonly take 
time to pick some berries as well. Raspberries and 
strawberries are usually harvested in July. A typical 1 
fall harvest might include blueberries, saskatoon 
berries, gooseberries, high-bush cranberries, ~ 
loganberries, and cherries. Cranberries were 1 
harvested in the winter. The harvest was made into I 
dessert or jam by cooking the berries and then I 
straining the mixture through cheesecloth. Enough , 
berries were collected to store in cellars for winter 1 
use. 
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Currently the women of Hay River search collected today are blueberries, cranberries, 

r berries from July to  September i n  areas saskatoon berries, raspberries, and strawberries. High-bushCranberry 
thin the town, along the highway, or  near Some women collect enough berries for year- 
mily cabins .  T h e  m o s t  c o m m o n  berr ies  round storage and use. 

Many of the women interviewed recalled the family ~ & ~ ~ ~ t e k @ + C w d & &  
rdens that their grandparents and parents used to &&&eat, W&, my-&my 
aintain. During the 1920s and 1930s, it was rare to &: " 7 ~ ~ a & i ~ ~ +  
,me across a homestead that did not have at least a ap~&eaiury&ed,* 'AMdmy&dcr id,  
d l  garden plot. Potatoes, carrots, peas, turnips, lettuce, "%'& c#YiPl lk i t (Qa&,  td+dOn? 
id cabbage were planted in the spring, and gardens yo~&it7"g;tQ~ae&@&, 
ten included rhubarb and berries. Throughout the 
Immer, the family tended the garden and gathered 
le vegetables. The entire family, and sometimes 
:tended family, would assist in the garden work. The 
lrden vegetables were eaten year-round, either fresh 
the summer or prepared from the supply stored in 

le cellar. One women fondly remembers her parents' 
rden: 

Figure 14. 
A picnic at Sandy Creek 
in August 2000. From 
left to right, Dr. R. 
Indira, Jennifer Cardiff, 
Sarah Larnalice and Jim 
Larnalice. (Photo by 
Karirn-Aly Kassam) 
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Firewood 

White Spruce 

Birch 

Before central heating and modern stoves, wood 
was necessary to heat homes and cook food. Men, 
women, and older children were responsible for 
ensuring that there was enough firewood. The wood 
had to be chopped, hauled and split-a highly labour- 
intensive process. One woman remembers as a child 
always having enough wood on hand to last two or 
three days, just to be on the safe side. 

Although wood is available year-round, most 
families tried to gather enough wood during the 
spring, summer, and fall months to last through the 
winter. Wood dried through the summer months 
would burn much better. Some families had dog 
teams to haul the timber gathered when the ground 
was covered with snow; otherwise, wood would be 
carried on foot back to the house. Families would 
not travel long distances to get firewood. Usually it 
was gathered close to the family home, or picked up 
when out in the bush checking nets and snares. Wood 
found on the ground was often too dry and would 
burn too fast; therefore, dry branches still attached 
to a tree were preferred. Some people would go to 
the beach and gather the drifnvood that had washed 
up on shore. 

When available, dense older wood was used to ! 

heat the home, and therefore logs from spruce trees i 
and poplars were sought after. They would burn I 
longer, usually throughout the entire night. Spruce 
trees, in particular, had the added benefit of dispersing 
a pleasant scent throughout the house as they burned. 

Stumps of specific tree species were often 
burned to dry meat. One woman recalled that when 
moose meat was dried over burning logs of a reddish 
type of wood (name not known), the dried meat 
would have a different flavour. Wood was also used 
to make frames for tanning animal hides. 

Although trees were used mainly for firewood, they 
also served other purposes. Tree sap was eaten and used 
as a medicine. The sap from the spruce tree was used to 
treat infections and burns, while the sap from the birch 
tree was a nice treat that tasted like sweet water. It was 

collected just before summer and would have to be 
consumed immediately, as it would become mouldy 
in a couple of days. Tree resources were also used in the 
making of traditional products. One  woman 
remembers her father making a birch-bark canoe. 
Another woman recalls that her mother taught her to 

make birch-bark baskets by sewing together pieces of 
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birch bark with the long roots of an older spruce tree. 
Spruce branches were also tied together and used to 
scrub floors. 

Wood, particularly spruce, continues to be 
collected in the town of Hay River. It is used to dry 

The knowledge regarding medicinal plants has 
remained fairly intact throughout the last several 
generations in Hay River. Many women today continue 
to collect and use the "Indian medicine" passed on to them 
by their mothers and grandmothers. The women in Hay 
River are a repository of this indigenous knowledge. 

Rat Root 

Rat root is one of the most common and popular 
medicinal plants. It is found in swampy areas, usually 
along riverbanks, and is used to battle a variety of 
ailments, such as heartburn, sore throats, and headaches. 
It is prepared by removing the skin, then drying and 
boiling the remaining portion of the root. One woman 
remembers her father chewing rat root to relieve the 
pain caused by a toothache. 

and smoke meat and to heat some homes. As in the 
past, residents do not travel great distances for wood. It 
is usually collected around town, near the highway, or 
in the bush. Snowmobiles are commonly used to haul 
the wood when there is snow cover. 

Spruce Gum 

Spruce gum, the sap from the spruce tree, is used 
in a variety of ways to treat different medical 

a 
4' 

conditions. Boiled in water, drained, and then Rat  ROO^ 

consumed, spruce gum effectively treats colds and 
other viruses. It is also used as a painkiller and 
disinfectant in the treatment of muscle ache, cuts, 
burns, and general sores. In this case, it is applied like 
a plaster cast to the area requiring treatment. The 
spruce gum is warmed until soft and sticky, then 
applied to a piece of moose hide and placed on the 'I" 
skin. Once cooled, the plaster-like cast will stay in place Spruce Gum 
as long as needed. As one participant verified, the spruce 
gum cast "sucked everything out of there, just like 
penicillin." It is important to have a piece of hide 
attached so that the gum does not stick to clothing. 
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Spruce Seedlings (black or white spruce) 

The entire seedling tree, including the branches 
and roots, is used to cure colds. The seedlings are 
boiled; then the liquid is strained and consumed. 
Spruce needles are used if seedlings are not available. 

Black Spruce 

Black Spruce 

Willow Bark 

Labrador Tea 

Mint 

Eating the buds from black spruce trees is an 
effective treatment for sore throats. 

Willow Bark 

An infusion of boiled willow bark is good for 
treating stomach problems. 

Birch Sap 

The sap collected from birch trees is used to 
treat bee stings. 

Tree Leaves 

Rubbing chewed tree leaves onto a bumble-bee sting 
will prevent swelling. No specific tree species needs to be 
used; leaves of all trees are considered equally effective. 

Labrador Tea 

The white leaves of this muskeg bush are dried 
and boiled to produce a strong tea similar in taste 
to orange pekoe. Labrador tea is also an effective 
treatment for sore throat and colds. However, it is 
best used as a gargle, since heavy consumption may 
produce a toxic reaction. Labrador tea grows in 
mossy areas. 

Yarrow 

Yarrow is harvested, dried, cut, and then boiled. 
The  boiled liquid is then consumed to  cure 
pneumonia. Yarrow is also said to aid in stopping 
cigarette smoking. 

Moss 

Traditional uses of moss include diapers for 
children and sanitary napkins. 

Mint 

A household item, mint is usually picked in 
August, when it is considered best. 
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& ~ I T I O N A L  - - - PRODUCTS . - - - 

The women of Hay River remember their 
nothers and grandmothers' using bone tools to 
nake traditional products from animal hides and 
urs. Porcupine quills were often dyed and sewn 
In the finished products as decoration. Embroidery 
iras also popular among the women for decorating 
lothing and blankets. The upper portion or tongue 
~f moccasins or slippers was also beautifully 
:mbroidered. Preparation of the hides, most 
:ommonly moose hide, was often a lengthy and 
iring process. Children of both sexes were required 
o help in the process, as many hands were needed 
o handle a large moose hide. 

Products made from the hides and furs 
ncluded moccasins, parkas, mittens, gloves, 
lip~ers, pants, mukluks, hats, and blankets. Beads 
nade of porcupine quills and other materials were 
ised to make necklaces and earrings. One woman 
Iescribed in detail how her great-grandmother 
nade rabbit-skin blankets: 
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Although some of the products were sold, for 
the most part women made these products to 
provide clothing and other useful items for the 
family. 

Making traditional products like those 
described above takes a great deal of time and, to 
some extent, money. A single pair of moccasins 
takes four to five days to make, and that does not 
include the time required to prepare the hide. 
Furthermore, hides are hard to come by today, as 
the community generally spends less time hunting 
and hides are expensive to purchase. As noted 

Figure 15. earlier, a woman estimated that a single moose hide 
Crafts at the Dene 
Cultural Institute. (photo would cost between $600 and $700. With the time 

to be readily sold, and with work and other 
responsibilities, women do not have the time to ' 
invest in such endeavours. The  majority of 
traditional products made today come from the i 
hands of the elders (Figure 1 5). A number of the 
younger women are involved in less extensive work, ~ 
such as crocheting, knitting, and crafts (Figure 16). 1 
Some are relearning the art of preparing and using 
moose hide. These skills need to be relearned, as 
traditional products are complex to make and the 
knowledge associated with them can be lost if 
community members do not engage in the activity 
regularly. 

by Jennifer Cardiff) and financial investment needed to make traditional 
goods, the finished products are often too expensive 
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Resource extraction industries in the Hay River 
region have had a double-edged effect. On  the one 
hand, such industries provide employment for the 
local people and, as one participant pointed out, 
future security for the children. O n  the other hand, 

mining, drilling for oil and gas, logging, and 
sawmills may have negative impacts on the forest 
that is linked to the people's history and culture. 
The specific concerns are presented below, in the 
words of the women themselves. 

Jobs and Security 

Figure 16. 
Beaded medicine basket 

S&mh&t&e++haedt#&tx%&- made by Pauline 
Plamondon in August 
1999. (Photo by Hasan 
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anatdee #lace in aedez t a  w a d .  . . . $?ou 

? Lnaw one Lady t d a t  dad eatal l  
cdiedeen. C d e  dae twa emate asee, and 
eke 'e pane ta Diecareey minee-juet a 
c a u ~ l e  a& +e apa, S d e  'e pain? &ae eix 
weehe. Ca it h comiup ta t& Faint, 
wdeee yau d w e  ta pa d e e e  tde $ad'& aee. 

7deee aee maee Fe~Fle  wa&np new. . . 
tdey dare $ad'&, daiPy $ad'&. ? puee4 
tdat  h $uet eatwetding t& tdey need to  
actwire, gut t d a t  dad leeeened tde 
d m t i n  p , d e  happin y . and eree y - 
t h p .  . . . 7 d e  t'tdditionae wapt aee L n d  
a& &&up away %eat@ b e t  

Changes in the Forest 
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We&, w& &e bviap,  &ey kaue eea& 
dietuded eke way $ea$le ha$. W e  
wdeee tkey can tea$. . . . 7 b o w  wkew 
tq kueBand ueed t a  kunt and ha$. eke 
mi& aee peetty mud pane now 

Wden 7 wad yaunp, painp out in eke 
h k ,  it wad ue y open. 7 Cnew eke land 
rae tkeee /ae me, and 7 cauld dQ wkat 
96@a&d, 7cwuedsett*, p*. 
eet enaeea, and p kuntinp. Eueeyting 
rae in aBuudaee. gut naw, kcauee o/ 
ale b e  land ieeuee eepaediny pas-  
eenment, 7 &el lt%e tke land doeen't 
letany t o  me anymaee. %?ow 7 am 
eeluctant t a  da deee tkinpa Becauee 5) 
mipkt beat6 eke law, ae 7 miykt malt6 
a d a  eameane elee'e teeeitae+ %?aw it 
daeeu 't deem l&e it 2 crev @$en /a8 me. 
t a  go out an eke land. 

Bn tke laet couple a/ yeaee, tke 
paueenment kae real+ eke tkinpe &at 
tkey need. peafile weee co&up in /%am 
all auee, ea tkey made $ e a t  a/&% a 
&eel tkem land. 7n aedee t a  kaue maee 

canteal auee tke enuioacment, tkey 
decided t a  maCe tkat i d a  a $ad. dwd 
yau can't pa kuntiap in &at cuea i& 
you &'t kaue a licence a kuut in tke 
$ a d .  . , . On& i/ tkeie matkee or F k e e  
dad etatue: tken $key 'ee gual&ed /ae 
kuutiay ia tke $ad .  
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The traditional subsistence lifestyle of the past 
demanded that all family members participate actively 
and learn how to perform various tasks. Through 
watching and direct involvement, the children grew 
to understand their roles and acquired responsibilities. 
For the most part, mothers and grandmothers raised 
their daughters, while the men looked after the sons, 
although there was some overlap. Grandparents were 
key to the child-rearing process. As one woman 
mentioned, "Grandparents are responsible for 
teaching their grandchildren their experiences, by 
showing them the skills and knowledge and by living 
through experience. That's how you transfer these skills 
and knowledge. And by doing it you keep the 
traditional knowledge and skills in the family, for the 
next generation." 

Although the actual skills were learned hands- 
on, the values and norms were instilled in children 
through stories, often told by the grandparents. One 
woman recalls a story her grandmother told her that 
even today has very special meaning: 

W y  paeente weee painp in to  tawn, and 
9  wanted a dale, And my mam t o l d  

me, "@u aupdt t o  w a i t  till we pet t a  
tawn." S a  7 w e  all upaet &ecauee eke 
d i d n  't pipe me tde dale rip& away.  S o  

9 w w & * d v m m .  
9  went and d q e d  at my pmdmatdee  'e 
dauee. A n d  wden 9  pat tdeee. ede wad 
e i t t i np  an the &laae a d  ehe dad dee 

&ankete all d e a d  out,  S d e  &d all 
kind4 a& calauee. 9  wae ceyinp, and 
eke aeked me i n  S l a ~ e y  w h a t  wae  
weang. 9  t o l d  Lee. 9  eaCd tk 9  aeked 

mam t a  &uy me a d o l l ,  ht ede t o l d  
me t o  witt m y  peandmatdee t o l d  me 5) 
didrr 't need to 8 y  a ddl. S d e  ea id  b 
made one. S a  9  &up& &at wad neat. 
S d e  pat me t o  pick my cdauee, and 9 
picked &lack. S d e  cu t  au t  tde edape a& 
tde dale &a% me. And ede pat me t a  cu t  
l i t t l e  eceape P a m  e l a b i n p  tdat  eke 

d i d n ' t  need t a  etu&& the do l l .  gut  a&ee 
9  et i tc red c+ tde dale and w e y t d i n p ,  
etu&@d it. 9  &aepat one a& i t e  a w e .  
9 &aepat t a  etu&& one a& i t e  sew, and 9  
dad etitcded it all u#. S d e  t o l d  me, 



~ , " & e e ~ l d e 5 ) ~ d t a p h w e t & t  
away. Ad ede t o l d  me, " ?& 9 t a a l  all 
your banee aut  a& your anme. yau would  
daue ane a w  fue t  danging." S o  ede 
wade me undo it again and tden 4% 

tde a r m .  S o  w i d  tdat  tagetder, 9 
tda+ &at w e  ju t  gut nc. S d e  
eaid. "We l l .  wdere are  h eyee, d ie  
naee, did. mautd? " And 7 bed der tkdt 
it didrr 't need any.  " W e l l ,  you can 't 

eee ar epeal  or emell," e b  ea id ,  "4 
yau don't daue tdeee tdinge." S a  ede 
gaue me t h e e  h t t u ~ e ,  &or tde eyed a d  
&ar tde naee. S d e  t o l d  me Law ta  eew an 
tke mautd. S a  7 dewed an tde mautd 

and Q gueee wi tdaut  me laa l ing,  ede 

t a a l  one a& d e  &uttaae t facl ,  a n d  7 
d i d n ' t  eee der. S a  a&ter 7 did b e  

mautd, C1 did tde naee, and then 9 did 
tde aa* e v  a n d  $' d i d n ' t  daue anatden 

&uttan &a+ tde a d e r  eye. 7 ea id ,  "7 ' m  
b i e d e d , "  a d  ede eacd, " W e l l ,  wdere 
i e  tde atder eye? " t4nd 4 eaid .  "We l l .  

(7 dan 't lnaw," a n d  7 t a l d  der 9 wad 

yau k a&h t a  eee werytding?' *' And 7 
t a l d  der na, and it wae dart a& l ibe  ede 
w e  t e & q  me a etary t h u $  tdie &l, 
and it b l ied a& ane &at real& eticke 

t o  me today.  S a  ede iinoCeted tkat 7 
l a d  &ar tde h t t a n  ta eew an tde dael'e 
eye. And a&er 9 laa led around tang 
enaugd, eke m a t  duue belt earry &ar 

me. S e  gaue it b a c l  a me and t& 
me. "%ew. %xt t c n ~ e  d e w  ie d i q  
mieeinp, you put it &acL.". . . 7t cvae a 
& t a & W #  7 u . t -  
&&q?dQ+*. 9-& 
ulat*&QPcdteK. 

Several barriers have recently interrupted this 
natural flow of traditional knowledge to the 
following generation. The first is the impact of the 
residential schooling system. Hay River residents, 
many now close to being considered elders, were 
removed from their traditional homes and taught 
in a Euro-Canadian cultural context. As indigenous 
knowledge is accumulated experientially from 
living in the bush, young community members 
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who attended residential schools did not necessarily 
learn it. One woman noted losing a lot of her 
traditional skills as a result of the residential 
schooling system. 

Another impediment to the transfer of knowledge 
is the time restriction imposed by employers and 
schools. The bush economy is no longer the only way 
of life; rather, it has been altered and combined with 
elements of the wage economy. Most women do not 
spend their days attending to their rabbit snares, 
gathering wood, and preparing meat. Today, weekdays 
are often spent at the office or other place of 
employment, while only the occasional weekend is 
spent in the bush in traditional pursuits. The role of 
children has also been modified: they are now expected 
to attend school, and less emphasis is placed on the 
children's helping parents and grandparents in their 
daily tasks. With less time spent on traditional 
activities and the reduced interaction between the 
older and younger generations, less knowledge is being 
passed on to young people. 

The final barrier that is obstructing the transfer 
of traditional knowledge is language. As a result of 
industry, the residential schooling system, and other 
Euro-Canadian influences, the native languages of 
Hay River are no longer in common use. With the 

gradual loss of language, the heritage, the stories, and 
the context of the culture are also eroding. In Hay 
River, this results in communication problems 
between the elders who hold the knowledge and the 
youth who should be receiving it. Many elders speak 
only their native language and therefore are unable to 

communicate and pass on their knowledge to the 
English-speaking youth. Even if the knowledge is 
translated, its context and underlying meaning may 
sometimes be lost. Additionally, for many women, 
loss of language is equivalent to the loss of cultural 
identity. As one women stated, "For me, I feel that 
without knowing my own dialect, and knowing our 
past culture, and the respect that the elders have, it's 
like we walked through life without an identity. That's 
how I feel today, that I don't have an identity." 

A number of the women interviewed rec- 
ommended ways to  improve the transfer of 
traditional knowledge to the younger generation. 
These are outlined below. 

Cultural classes/workshops 

A number of women felt that informal classes 
or women's groups that focused on the making of 
traditional products were important. Several classes 
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of this type currently exist in the community; 
however, it was mentioned that funding is often a 
problem and that these types of activities have a 
short life span. 

Sometimes the actions of one person may move 
a community. As participants have noted: 

9 bind  we need k encausage ane 
auather , eu#iart one anather. 9 dnaw 
dame a& the thiutp, and 9 thind once 9 
cam~ieted samething. 7 cauid &haw it 
to  eameane eiee, and marl& another 
+erean waued &e intereeted, 7.rom there 
9 can tea& t!he #erean, daeuer want4 
ta do e(~upce&iag. Cike a m  a/ w w .  

pa%ente need to encaurage their dtd4 t a  
interact with eidere and do thaee thing4 
ccrith them. 

Teaching traditional skills in the school curriculum 

Bush skills and knowledge need to be in- 
corporated into the formal education system by 
"taking kids out of the school environment and 
taking them out onto the land." 

Language Use 

Although native languages may be taught in 
the school, many women felt this was not enough. 
The  community as a whole needs to begin 
communicating in their mother tongue, thereby 
instilling familiarity with their language in all 
community members. 

Recording Traditional Knowledge 

The women interviewed knew of efforts in 
other communities to document traditional 
knowledge, but they were unsure whether the 
traditional knowledge of their own community 
was being recorded: 
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Although there is concern over the loss of 
traditional knowledge, several women suggested 
that the focus must be on the future. The children 
of Hay River need a future: they need education 
and jobs. Understanding the cultural roots is 

important. However, these women pointed out that 
understanding should not be acquired at the 
expense of understanding Euro-Canadian culture 
and adapting its positive influences to the Hay River 
context. 



GENDER ANALYSIS 

PRODUCTIVE ROLES -- -- OF - WOMEN - 

The productive role refers to the income-earning 
capacity of women's work. As reliance on a cash 
economy has increased, only the work that women 
do for pay is recognized as "work," even though they 
may also have considerable reproductive and 
community management responsibilities. 

Traditional Productive Roles of Women 

Hay River has been, and continues to be, a major 
hub for transportation. Commodities and goods travel 
by railway to Hay River and on barges from Hay River 
to towns further north along the Mackenzie River and 
the Beaufort Sea. For this reason, a capitalist industrial 
economic structure established itself early and firmly 
within the region. With increasing penetration of the 
cash economy, women began to work for pay to support 
and feed their families. For instance, some women used 
their knowledge of the land to trap and snare animals 
that they could sell for cash income. These women 
processed the hides, made coats and moccasins, and 
sewed clothing to earn money. Other women found 
employment at the homes of Southern Canadians of 
European descent who had migrated north to work as 
teachers, nurses, and members of the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police (RCMP). Women also worked as stafT 
at the Mission School and the Northern Transportation 
Company Limited (NTCL). Women adapted their 
skills from the land or from their reproductive 
responsibilities to a productive role so as to earn income 
and support their fmilies. 
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The interviews indicate that the work tended 
to be hard, with long hours for meagre financial 
rewards. The women seemed to be exploited. 
Nonetheless, they continued to work for wages 
while retaining their reproductive and community 
management roles. 

Current Productive Roles of Women 

5) waded al l  my lqe-dad w a d ,  taa. 

Wel l ,  5) md weey day,  5) tdiuh butte 
a &it, d'ecauee eametimee 5)  pa tc d'ed a t  
twehe a% aue. 7 d a t  b wdy 5)  w e  4 9  

tdeere'e no t h e  in tde d q .  d'ecauee 5) 
wad-weel, 5) pet ufi a t  emen a 'c lad 
in d e  rrracniny. Q ' m  atmaye dainp 
eameid4np. And a t  twelue, one a 'c lad 
5) p t o  d'ed. Same ihee  a t  twa a 'c lad 
5) 'm etiec dainp eametdinp. @u hnaw, 
5) aha+ &ua! earrretdtnp t a  da. 

leadership, management, accounting, secretarial 
support, cooking, manufacturing traditional crafts, 
social services, teaching assistance, home care services, 
and tourism. Women take on full-time, part-time, and 
seasonal work to earn income. 

The women interviewed assumed multiple 
reproductive and productive responsibilities. Many 
expressed the need for child care during work hours. 
Others described being overwhelmed by their multiple 
roles, often underdung domestic work after returning 
home late from their jobs. 

The major employer of women is government. 
Women are employed both within the band and by 
municipal, territorial, or federal governments. 
However, heavy reliance on one employment source 
leaves the women susceptible to layoffs if government 
funding is reduced. Thus the community, as well as 

the women, is vulnerable to public service cutbacks. 

At present, women's roles form a significant part 
of the wage economy in the town as well as on the 
reserve. Women's work covers a broad range: political 
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The reproductive role refers to child care and the 
domestic labour aspect of women's responsibilities. 
Men may also be engaged in household tasks, but 
the division of labour between women and men is 
neither uniform nor symmetrical. In industrial 
society, much of the reproductive responsibility 
rests upon women, as men do not have a well- 
defined reproductive role. 

Traditional Reproductive Roles of Women 

S e  nwer  tkrew a maaee k ide away.  
my maw. S k e  kae three or / a m  waaee 
kidee. S k e  h+t tkem all. St& ueed t a  
kaue tkem, a d  my eietece, alder 

eielere, a h q e  kelped Lee. And t a d 9  
my tfeatker taa hnawe p i t e  a &it atfaut 

tkat, 7 tkinh tkat ke Ce@ed my mom a 
eat, ek7 Ad ke eh e w .  u e v  geed t a  
pul l ing maaee C i d e  /ae m y  mom,  
wr inp inp  it cu t ,  and w e n  eerapinp it. 
P e  kelped my ~m out  a lot .  

f l y  mather] a h a  mentianed tkat ker 

matker taupkt all a& tkem t ke  dame 
eh i l l e ,  euen b e  b y e  tfecauee eke 

tkaupkt  it cuae uery &+artant  /or tkem 
t a  hnaw. S a  ker tfratker u c e  *wy& tke  
d & ? l e  a/ d e q i n y  h u e e ,  y x i n p  tke kide, 

& x i 9  / a & ,  and k a u  t a  care /a% their  
kame-tihe waekinp diekee, waekinp 

clatkee-tfecauee eke t k a u p k  it wad 
tk@artant /a% k h  t a  h w w  tkeee dhi l le.  
And &a eke ea id  tkat ke hnew all t ke  
d i l l e  . . . tkat wamen a re  &+pabed to 
h. # d e c i t m a d e i t e & r & o z & m  

t a  wd tapetker at kame. 

W e  reed t o  made erne we ~t a eat a/ 
waad t o  l ae t  us twa t o  t h e e  daye. W e ' d  

cu t  t ke  waad, &a@ it, and tfrinp it in  

ea that it wae tkeoe /a% mam. S k e  

cauldn 't da  etu6& W e  that kcarree eke 
w a  tadinp erne a/ ue. And tken we 

ueed t a  pa e k e d  ewzree /as ratftfit at 
tkat t h e ,  taa-7 rememtfer tkat, And 
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we wen.  . . [mdeee] tdeee 'e tdat l a t e  
meet6 meandeeinv. . . . (we reed ta 
t d a e  little edaead nete, rrry dietee and 
mGeatdee a d  9. 9' eememd'ee it wae 
my eietee w e  pee* p a d  at tyinp it in 
wintee. W e  ueed ta ?a auee tkeeze and 
help dee, 

Aboriginal communities in North America, 
unlike European industrial society, traditionally 
gave both women and men reproductive respon- 
sibilities. For instance, men's responsibilities 
included hunting, fishing, making tools and 
equipment (such as canoes and snowshoes) to 
undertake subsistence harvesting activities, cutting 
and hauling wood, and teaching these skills to 
children. After contact with Europeans, aboriginal 
men also undertook trapping, which was a source 
of income. Nonetheless, many men continued to 
retain their traditional reproductive responsibilities. 

Women also had specific reproductive re- 
sponsibilities, such as child care and child rearing, 
domestic cleaning, hunting and snaring small 
animals, preparing harvested food, working with 
animal skins or hides, sewing, making clothing, 
hauling water, gathering berries and medicinal 

plants, and teaching these skills to the next 
generation. While women and men traditionally 
had distinct reproductive responsibilities, their roles 
were flexible. Therefore, when men were off 
hunting, women would cut and haul the fuel wood 
for cooking and heating. There are also examples 
of women hunting moose and setting nets for 
fishing while their husbands were engaged in other 
activities. Furthermore, there was gender inter- 
dependence, as women and men worked together 
in meeting their reproductive roles. For example, 
the hide from a moose hunted by the man was used 
by the woman to make clothing for the family. 

After the introduction of the h r  industry and 
the cash economy, men began to stay away from home 
for long periods of trapping. While some women 
joined their husbands in these activities, many stayed 
behind as a result of government settlement policies, 
new townships, and the influence of the church. 
Schools were built for the children of both European 
settlers and aboriginal families. As a result, women 
became the de facto heads of household in the absence 
of the men. The majority of women interviewed 
acknowledged their mothers as the principal decision 
maker in the household, although a few participants 
noted that decision making was shared between their 
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larents or was exercised solely by the father. 
As contacts with Europeans increased and 

aboriginal people were forced to live in settlements, 
llcohol began to disturb the effective functioning of 
families. Alcohol consumption spread among both 
women and men. 

In the absence of men, women had to find wage 
:mployment (productive role) in order to continue 
to meet their reproductive responsibilities. Many 
worked at the local school or did cooking and cleaning 
in the houses of Europeans to earn cash income to 
support their families. Some women used their 
traditional skills to make moccasins for sale in order 
to buy food. 

With men away from the home, women became 
the sole and primary educators of both male and 
female children. Mothers and grandmothers played 
an important role in passing on cultural knowledge 
and life skills to the next generation. The mode of 
teaching was experiential: children learned by 
watching and doing. Men also taught in the same 
manner. The implication of this form of teaching and 
learning is that these skills may be lost if children are 
not exposed to the traditional lifestyle or do not go 
out into the bush. 

As the primary educators, some women taught 
domestic skills to both female and male children. 
The interviews repeatedly furnished examples of 
grandmothers and mothers who taught their 
grandsons and sons cooking, cleaning, and other 
reproductive tasks normally associated with women. 

Current Reproductive Roles of Women 

gut, ylau dnacu. @ken 9 cuae ylaung 9 
ueed to  eee wamen eecu late. . . 9 'm juet 
~ i c d i ~ g  up tkat e t ~ & &  eea~crey:. and 9 
dnaw 9 can da it. %atking h kard. One 

6' 

elder taCd me. qau dnacu, wen i& ylau 
daa't dnacu kaw 2% 4ecu thing&, j u ~ t  QV 

ylau dnaw kaw. gecauee fiea+Ce are g a h g  
t a  ekacu ylau anylkacu." S a  9 duaw 9 can 
da it-? ju4t kaue t a  &d tke time ta 
eit and do tkinge. Ad awe 9 etart. 
9 6eeC yaad atfaut it geeauee 9 hnacu 9 
can da it, 7kere h natking kard. 

[talking about preparing moose hide and 
making products like mukluks] 9 'm u e y  
4awy tkat $' ewer gat  ta 4ee uery mud 
a& tkat. 9 mem 9 dcd eee a Cat a& b. 
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&cct it w e e  wee ta me tdat 7 c&& 
cantCnue an a& it. 7 'm &ass9 tdat $' 
neues did tdat. 7 dmw, now 9 dnatu 
tdat heam tde &stst  ta tde end 5) can do 
it-&ut nat tde maaee dide. 

7 w u e d  tide ~9 d u e & d  ta eta9 dame, 
ea 7 can tade eaureee.. . .7Re9 daue 
campules # s a p a m &  and  academic 
ekdieo, and ekev aha  daue a m s e i n ~  
aide #sapam tdat b new and a cdied 
dwela@ent a d  case peapaw t d a h  
nea. g u t  y 9au want ta tade an9tdinp 
eeee, yau daue to eerure dame. 

Among the women in the town and the reserve 
in Hay River, reproductive responsibilities include 
child care and child rearing, cooking, cleaning, and 
general domestic activities. Grandparents also help 
provide relief to women by caring for children. The 
average family includes two to five children. Many 
women continue to have the traditional domestic 
responsibilities of butchering animals harvested by 
their spouses or assisting their husbands in seasonal 
harvesting activities, such as fishing and hunting. 
These activities also include the drying of fish and 

meat. Women have learned from their grand- 
mothers, mothers, or mothers-in-law the skill of 
working with animal hides to make moccasins, 
mukluks, and mittens. 

In addition to their reproductive responsi- 
bilities, many of the younger and middle-aged 
women also have full-time or part-time work. 
Therefore, they also fulfill productive responsi- 
bilities by earning income for the household. 

Women head many households, both in the town 
and on the reserve. Some of these women are single 
mothers and must generate income to support their 
families in addition to meeting their domestic 
responsibilities. Other women are heads of household 
because their spouses find work away from the town 
or reserve. Employment opportunities are scarce, and 
many families have seasonal employment. In each of 
these households, the woman is the de facto head and 
primary decision maker. 

In those two-parent families where both spouses 
are present, most decision making is cooperative. In 
exceptional cases, either the woman or the man is 
considered the primary decision maker. On average, 
there are more instances of women being decision 
makers than men. 
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In addition to  child care and domestic seeking opportunities for further education and 
responsibilities (reproductive role) and wage vocational training. 
employment (productive role), some women are 

Women are also involved in community manage- 
ment roles, which may cover the collective aspect of 
organization, production, and consumption of 
resources. Men, like women, are involved in the 
community, but they may take the prestigious 
leadership roles at the formal and political levels, for 
which they receive both remuneration and status. 

Traditional Community Management and 
Leadership Roles of Women 

The interviews indicate that although women 
had a clear and direct presence in decision making 
related to household and reproductive respon- 
sibilities, men had political control of community 
leadership. If women influenced political decisions, 
it was through informal discussions within the 
family and not in any formally recognized manner 
as leaders of the community. Historically, the chief 
was male. In the past, community elders did 
participate in decision making, such as choosing 
the chief and other decisions that  affected 
community welfare. It is unclear, however, whether 
women were considered part of this elder group. 

Women's community management roles tended 
to relate to organizing and cooking for feasts and 
festivals. Some of the major festivals mentioned in 
the interviews were Christmas, New Year's Day, the 
K'amba (spring) carnival, and birthdays. In addition, 
women volunteered in the church and the friendship 
centre to help families find housing and ensure that 
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individuals had enough food to eat. Both men and 
women participated in community management 
activities through the sharing of food. For instance, 
when a hunter returned with a successful harvest of 
several moose, he and his wife would cut up, portion, 
and distribute the meat to community members. 

Current Political and Community Management 
Roles of Women 

7deee aee wamen cuda aee &ale  dele 
in tde c a w u n i t y :  teacdeee and fieafile 
wda w a d  &a% tde gaueewent  and at&. 
Q tdind tdeee aee a ta t  a& cwmeu eale 
d e l e  out  tdeee: in a eenee, it b gaad. 

Oue c a w u n i t y  leadma e d a ~ l d  get mace 
i ~ a l ~ e d  witd tde cammunity m e m b w  
and get to  haw eacd kdiccidcutl &wd?+ 
and (we e d a ~ l d ]  ge t  t a y e b e e  ae a 
c a w u n i t y  gatdeeing maee a$ten. 

Currently women play a greater and more 
significant political role. Many of the individuals 
interviewed recognized this and named numerous 
women and their contributions. For example, when 
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the research began in Hay River in 1999, the Member 
of Parliament for the Western Arctic was Ethel Blondin- 
Andrew, the Member of the Legislative Assembly for 
the district of Hay River was Jane Groenewegen, and 
the Chief of the West Point Band was Karen Thomas. 
The Sub-chief for the Hay River Dene Band was Diane 
Tourangeau, the Hay River Dene Band Manager was 
Shirley Lamalice, and the list continues for band 
administration and councillors. Women do not occupy 
fib percent of the political leadership positions in 
community organizations; however, they do have a 
significant political presence. Nonetheless, women state 
that their leadership at the community level is hardly 
recognized. One participant suggested that a yearly 
went honouring the achievements of young women in 
the community would be an effective way of influencing 
public perception. The names of the women being 
honoured could be published in the local newspaper 
to draw public attention to their contributions. 

The women stated their expectations of political 
leadership. They want leaders to listen more, 
demonstrate integrity, create more jobs, meet the basic 
needs of the community, and empower the younger 
generation through education. And they want them 
to show respect to, communicate with, and interact 
regularly with band members. In terms of specific 

initiatives, the women interviewed suggested that there 
should be more community gatherings and more 
programs to educate the youth about their culture 
and teach them skills necessary to live out on the land, 
and that the Chief should make home visits. 

Some of the women interviewed stated that there 
is apathy and people do not participate. They 
suggested that this indifference is leading to disrespect 
for community leaders, and female leaders are not 
getting the support they deserve. 

In terms of community management, women are 
playing a very significant role in various band and town 
committees. The majority of the women who undertake 
committee work also have employment (productive) 
and family (reproductive) responsibilities. Some of the 
community management activities of women include 
participation in the District Education Authority, the 
Kumba Carnival Committee, the Justice Committee, 
the Local Training Authority, and the Soup Kitchen. 
In their voluntary work, women are involved in making 
policy and financial decisions, hndraising for events, 
arranging dances, cooking for large groups, and 
organizing child care, recreation, and education 
activities. Women are both the initiators and the 
organizational foundation for community activities. 
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A practical gender need arises out of the 
traditional division of labour between women and 
men: it is identified in response to a specific 
necessity resulting from their specific roles. Meeting 
a practical need enables women and men to perform 
their roles more effectively. 

7keee aee mace $4-e /a% women to do 
keee, q a u  dnaw. tkey need ta Fay eke 
&it& now, they need to find tke eent 
money, $key wen need ta eepzoet, wen Ld 
tkey 'ee nat wasding, ga to  ineame 
euFpaet, thy need t a . .  . did it w e d  ta 

Day Care 

A reliable child care facility is a key practical 
need identified by the women. Mothers and 
grandmothers have distinct reasons for wanting 
child care facilities. Young mothers want a reliable 
day care so that they can work or seek further 
education. Grandmothers would like such a facility 
to use at times when they themselves fall ill, or 
because they want to do other work, or because 
they simply cannot manage a child. Two obstacles 
to day care are lack of funding and lack of a building 
to house the facilities for children. 

Support from Men 

Any raising of awareness that would encourage 
men to support women in their reproductive 
responsibilities would have a significant positive 
impact on the lives of women. Women are finding 
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that their productive and reproductive roles leave 
little time at the end of the day. The  most 
successful women are the ones who receive 
support from their spouses in achieving their 
domestic (reproductive) and income-earning 
(productive) responsibilities. 

Time for Traditional Teaching 

Finding time and resources to teach their 
children traditional bush skills was another need 
identified by women. Single mothers and mothers 
whose husbands work out of town are the most 
vulnerable to not having enough resources to take 
their children out on the land. 

Services for the Handicapped 

Another practical need identified was support 
services for handicapped children to help them 
become independent and self-reliant. A greater 
sensitivity to the needs of handicapped children in 
the community was also indicated. 

Education Awareness 

Raising awareness among young women about 
the significance of education is a practical need 
identified in the interviews by women of all ages. 
Access to information on vocational training and 
educational support were also identified as needs. 

Alcohol Counselling 

Alcohol counselling services were identified 
as key to supporting women who are trying to 
change their lives for the better. Establishment 
of a women's support group was suggested to 
help attain this goal. 

Women's Day 

One suggestion was to establish an annual 
Women's Day on which women would have ready 
access to child care. This would allow them to 
participate in workshops that meet their practical 
needs for life skills training and focus on other needs 
of women. 
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S-TEGIC - NEEDS-OF-WOMEN 

A strategic gender need arises out of social, 
political, and economic inequalities. It relates to 
the division of labour, but moves beyond practical 
needs and extends into power and control networks 
and institutional arrangements that limit the 
legitimate interests and aspirations of women. 
Meeting a strategic need provides women with 
enhanced opportunities for self-reliance and co- 
operative development. 

A tea@ caapeeatice wauld piue tdem 
4ame & a u d h + w  dieea (.ad] the ~ o c i a e  

tdinp wauld pet lauded a&tee. 7dey  
wauldn *t daue to k lane4  and p aut 
d e h d w .  7dey cauld caqtiaee cuaed and 
teacd eacd atdee. . . , 7 d e  cdildeen could 

d e n  daue etinrulatinp d a y  caee and  
~ k e ~ t d e  aldee aree-cauld &e t a ~ d t  
tde ma/& sip&. . . and tde laupuape. 

The community is increasingly dependent on a 
cyclical, resource-driven wage economy. Indigenous 
community members, especially women, are largely 
precluded from participating in this economy. 
Moreover, the introduction of wages imposed by 
external demand and industry is displacing a 
traditional, knowledge-based subsistence economy 
that fostered interdependence and role flex 
between and among genders. 
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The community needs to develop a self-reliant 
local economy that places women in positions of 
leadership in guiding the exchange of local goods 
and services. To this end, skill development is 
essential in a number of areas, including formal 
education, enterprise building, and traditional 
indigenous practices. For example, establishment 
of a craft-manufacturing co-operative as a means 
of income generation for single mothers is worthy 
of further investigation. Access to credit and 
financial resources is of course a key component 
needed to engender economic self-reliance. 

A strategy for enterprise development must 
allow for long-term ecological, financial, and 
administrative sustainability to reduce dependence 
on commercial exploitation of natural resources. 

1 Women need to establish community economic 
development initiatives that are co-operative and 
consensual in nature and to guide them for their 
own benefit and that of the broader community. 

Some women have attained positions of political 
prominence and influence. Many interviewees felt 
inspired by the accomplishments of these women in 
various political roles. Nevertheless, women are 
underrepresented in positions of political leadership, 
and there was a common desire for more women to 

enter politics. Women need to be included in policy- 
malung institutions to promote and direct the delivery 
of a range of services to women and other marginalized 
groups. In addition, institutional bodies need to be 
restructured to allow more bottom-up consensus- 
building processes to take hold. 

The traditional knowledge-based culture and 
social structure are being undermined by the 
introduction of a series of complex institutional 
factors, including the arrival of itinerant, resource- 
intensive industry ,  incomprehensible  a n d  
int ransigent  poli t ical  bureaucracy, family 
breakdown, social service delivery, and a host of 
other interrelated causes. Cultural and social 
institutions are essential: they act as binding and 
stabilizing forces in the face of hardship for the 
community and for women in particular. 

Women need to foster a sense of common 
identity and purpose and other cultural and socially 
binding processes. A monthly Women's Night was 
suggested as a means of organizing women and 
building their civil society. 

Community heritage and cultural development 
can act as economic stimulants. Business enterprises 
based on traditional values will be more appealing 
and more successful. For instance, traditional 
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gender relationships, which stress interdependency men need to raise their awareness and appreciation 
and flexibility, need to be encouraged. It is these of the significant work burden and contribution of 
co-operative and supportive relationships that allow the women. This can be accomplished most 
women to participate effectively in a number of effectively through the education of children. 
roles and pursuits. Ifwomen are to achieve this goal, 
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9 tkint6 (ike CandJ ie akat 'e miaainy. 
kcauee atfoeiyinal peafile mere reey 
cannected t a  tke land. 9 t6naa aken 9 
ya a r t  an the land tkeee'e a ckanye in 
me. We don 't &t a a   ell aitk all the 
tfuey - need a/ taan. . . . 9 dint6 it ie 
eealPy imFaetart, and 7 'd laue k eee 
dealing placee in tke tfuek. 

92% 'teealey: kaed to pt a , .  . Paw da 9 
put &t? 9t 'e kaed b ya /ae yaue pale 
aken yau kaue a lot  a/ eettfact6e. tide 
wen ckild eaee . . . tkeee ie na ineentiue 
t a  do anytkiny . S a  it 'd tfe nice. . . tuet 
ta kaue eameane tkeee Ca euppa'CC you 
tkeauykaut yaue paale, and t a  kaue yam 
leadeed. . . euppaetiny yau in tke ckaicea 
tkat yau mahe. 

The objective of this research was to examine 
the changing gender roles of Dene women living in 
the boreal forest community of Hay River, 
Northwest Territories. In this process, we have 
examined the women's use of forest resources and 
assessed their practical and strategic needs. Figures 

17 and 18 illustrate the changing gender roles of 
indigenous women in Hay River over the past 50 
to 100 years. 

The story of the women of Hay River is one of 
self-empowerment, despite dramatic social change and 
overwhelming challenges. With the introduction of 
the wage economy and migration of Southern 
Canadians of European descent to the North,' the 
women adapted their traditional roles, sought 
employment and income, and maintained their 
households as well as the community. In this sense, 
the research simultaneously provides evidence of 
women's achievements and celebrates their strength. 

When examining the changing gender roles of 
women in Hay River, it is important to recognize 
that we are discussing not only relations between 
women and men, but also women's relations to life 
within the forest. Gender relations, therefore, are 
not devoid of the relationship that women have with 
the forest. It is this element that provides economic 
and social stability for the indigenous communities 
in the Hay River area. The forest, an organism that 
includes trees, plants, and animals living within its 
protective membrane, provides valuable means of 
survival, such as food, shelter, and other necessities. 
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Yhild rearing 

ng meat Fishing 

Gathering wood, berries and 
medicinal plants 

Hunting big game 

Attending to trap lines 

Making nets and snares 

Preparing hides 
Hunting small game 

Making clothing/cr&s 
Uucating sons 

Educating dau + 

ering wooa 

Attending L o  ravuit snares 
Figure 17. 
Gender Roles (Past) 1 nterdependence 

Awareness and appreciation of the indigenous 
connection to the forest is a nuance essential to the 
recommendations that arise from the Women's 
Empowerment Project. 

From the interviews, we have learned that while 
girls were raised to be mothers, caregivers, makers 
of clothing, preparers of food, and so on, they were 
also taught survival skills, such as hunting. Men 

too had equal reproductive responsibilities, and 
boys learned to support their mothers. Women and 
men operated as an interdependent family unit. The 
roles of women and men were distinct, yet fluid 
and flexible (See Figure 17). This flexibility of 
outlook may have given women the skills they 
needed to adapt to the changes introduced with 
the wage economy. 

Today, indigenous women in Hay River carry 
a heavy gender burden. Many women are de facto 
heads of households and carry the triple re- 
sponsibility of reproductive, productive, and 
community management roles. While women 
struggle to maintain their traditional respon- 
sibilities, they also have new ones. It is not just that 
women require assistance; boys and men must also 
be made aware of the contributions that women 
make and the support they need, both within the 
home and in the workplace. 

Learning for young female and male children 
has significantly changed. Historically, children 
learned by experience and guidance from their 
parents and grandparents out in the bush. Today, 
they gain their knowledge primarily from book 
learning and Euro-Canadian role models. This in 
itself has had a major impact on gender relations, 
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grandchildren. In terms of empowerment, the 

Gat " 
medicinal p lants 

Full-time, part-time 
or seasonal work 

Hunting small game 

ig, embroidery and crafts 

young people are increasingly separated from the 
~ i r d  cultural factor within gender relations, 
~mely, life within the forest or bush. 

Women's empowerment is not a romantic 
.earn of returning to some pristine past: it is a 
urney in which there is a balance between 
odernity and tradition. Women do not reject the 
age economy; it has helped them and their families 
~rvive through change. The indigenous women of 
ay River do not suffer from idealistic delusions. 
hey are practical and pragmatic, with a view to a 
:tter future for their male and female children and 

women identified the following needs that require 
action: 

Child care 
Flexible work arrangements 
Support for handicapped children 
Transmission of traditional and cultural knowledge 
(respect for the land) 
Raising awareness of the significance of education 
Teaching young people to respect women 
Support from men 
Alcohol ~0~nSel l ing Figure 18. 

Access to transportation Gender Roles (Present) 

Life skills training 
Access to financial resources (i.e., credit) 
Business ventures. 

Many of these initiatives are not possible unless 
the women organize and establish an organizational 
infrastructure from which to operate. There needs to 
be some form of a Women's Empowerment group that 
encompasses indigenous women from both the reserve 
and the town. Yet women already have a heavy burden 
of responsibilities, and participation in more activities 
is not a luxury they can afford. Both research partners 
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recognize these constraints. Therefore, activities that 
women engage in must build both social and financial 
capital. The results of organization must be concrete 
and long-lasting. We understand that we are now 
moving from a framework of applied and practically 
oriented research to a community development mode 
of operation. The women, in particular, and the 
Soaring Eagle Friendship Centre, in general, will now 
lead the process. Women need to experience quick 
victories as a collective in order to build confidence, 
organize, and transcend factionalism within the 
community. Initiatives must be small and have 
immediate impact. These initiatives need to be run 
by women. 

At the validation meeting held at the Soaring 
Eagle Friendship Centre in August 2000, women 
identified areas from which quick victories could be 
achieved so as to build organizational momentum 
for the women of Hay River. They identified five 
initiatives of immediate priority: 

An Event to Honour Women 

young women turned difficult challenges into 
opportunities for growth will serve as examples to 
both women and men. An annual event of this nature 
would involve a minimum investment of capital, but 
it would require voluntary support from community 
institutions. It could be the first event held by an 
organized body of women to arise from this project. 
The local newspaper could be persuaded to publish 
the names of these women and short biographies 
describing their achievements. 

Child Care 

Second, in terms of meeting the practical needs 
of women both on the reserve and in the town, 
child care infrastructure (such as a building, 
equipment, and locally trained personnel to run a 
community child care centre) would have an 
immediate effect on easing the burden of women. 
An initiativesuch as this would require the women 
to be organized so that they can leverage funding 
and other resources from government and private 
organizations. 

First, a regular event to honour young women 
could draw attention to their contributions and raise 
their profile in the community. The stories of how 
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Education of Young Boys 

Third, education of young boys to respect 
women is perhaps the most strategic and profitable 
investment in the long run. Mothers are the primary 
educators of the next generation, irrespective of 
gender. It is essential that women be supported early 
on in terms of awareness of their contributions to 
the community. Respect for women-their bodies 
as well as their spirits-is key to behavioural change 
in the home and community. Local institutions 
such as band and city councils could be effective 
supporters of this change. A week devoted to 
highlighting not only the plight of women, but their 
achievements in the community and schools would 
be an important first step. The annual event to 

' honour young women discussed above would 
reinforce a gradual and directed change in attitude. 

Transmission of Traditional and Cultural 
Knowledge 

Four th ,  changes in  behaviour are n o t  
possible unless they are linked to strong cultural 
foundations. Transmission of traditional and 
cultural knowledge provides such a basis. Unlike 

Western history, which typically focuses on the 
triumphs of men, the stories of Dene elders convey 
ethical values that honour women and men equally. 
Knowledge of the bush and the life that exists 
within it is accessible to both young women and 
young men. This oral history, underpinned by the 
traditionally flexible and interdependent roles of 
women and men, will support the need for change 
in current attitudes. 

A Women's Craft Co-operative 

Fifth, we have argued for some form of 
organization for women. However, "women's 
participation" must not be a euphemism for free 
labour. Women are already heavily burdened 
with responsibilities. Organizations form when 
the participants see clear benefits. Economic 
benefits are important to shed light on the need 
for an organization. Establishment of a women's 
craft co-operative could be an important first 
initiative, from which other business ventures 
could emerge. This co-operative, with regular 
meetings of its membership, may even serve an 
important social role in terms of mutual support 
and exchange of ideas. 
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The Women's Empowerment Project has 
achieved what it set out to do: to understand the 
changing gender roles of indigenous women within 
this boreal forest community and to make meaning- 
ful recommendations based on an informed 
understanding of the women's needs. This project 
has indicated other areas of important research that 
could be carried out with the participation of the 
people of Hay River. These include compiling oral 

histories and narratives of elderly Dene men and 
women who are the guardians of indigenous 
knowledge and have lived through and participated 
in times of great change; examining the changing 
gender roles of men; and developing sustainable 
microeconomic initiatives for women. 

So That Our Voices Are Heard is a testament to 
the resilience of the Dene women of Hay River, 
Northwest Territories. It is also their call to action. 
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